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Planned Topics

1. More on variables, types and operators
I Boolean variables and operators
I Comparison operators

2. Conditional Statements

3. # Documenting your code with comments

4. Collections and iteration
I range
I Loops
I Iterating over ranges and strings
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1. More on variable types and operators
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Python Basics: Boolean Variables

Boolean variables are either True or False. Note that Python’s True

and False are capitalized, while in most other programming
languages they are not.

>>> a = True

>>> b = True

>>> c = False

>>> d = False
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Boolean Variables and Boolean Operators

Boolean variables are either True or False. Note that Python’s True

and False are capitalized, while in most other programming
languages they are not.
>>> a = True

>>> b = True

>>> c = False

>>> d = False

The standard Boolean, or logical, operators can be applied to them
and generate complex Boolean expressions from “atomic” ones.
Example of such operators are and, or, and not.
>>> a and b

True

>>> a and c

False

>>> a or c

True

>>> not a

False
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Definition of Boolean (logical) Operators

a b a and b a or b

T T T T
T F F T
F T F T
F F F F

a not a

T F
F T
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More Boolean Variables and Operators

The operators and , or , and not are universal. This means that any
Boolean operator (on one, two, or more variables) can be expressed
using combinations of and , or , and not . (You will see this claim,
plus possibly a proof of it, in the Discrete Mathematics and/or
Computer Structure courses.)

For example, Python does not have a built in Boolean xor (exclusive
or) operator:

a b a xor b

T T F (note the difference)
T F T
F T T
F F F
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More Boolean Variables and Operators
Yet, with the following combination of the and , or , and not
operators, we can express it:
>>> a = True

>>> b = True

>>> c = False

>>> d = False

>>> (a and (not b)) or ((not a) and b) ⇐= a xor b
False

>>> (c and (not d)) or ((not c) and d) ⇐= c xor d
False

>>> (a and (not c)) or ((not a) and c) ⇐= a xor c
True

It is not hard to see (e.g. by constructing truth tables) that this
combination of and , or , and not indeed produces the logical xor
operator.

However, it is annoying and time consuming to write and rewrite the
same expression with different variables. We will address this issue
when we discuss functions (in the next lecture).
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Python Comparison Operators

Comparing numbers is important in many contexts. Python’s
comparison operators are intended for that: They operate on two
numbers and return a Boolean value, indicating equality, inequality,
or a size comparison.

>>> 5 == 5

True

>>> 6 != 6 != is inequality, namely 6 6= 6 here
False

>>> 3 > 2

True

>>> 4 < 3

False

>>> 3 >= 2

True

>>> 4 <= 3

False
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More Comparison Examples

We can compare numbers of different types. The interpreter
implicitly coerces the more restricted type to the wider one, and
performs the comparison.

Comparing an integer and a real number:
>>> 19.0 > 7

True

Checking equality of an integer and a real number:
>>> 14.0 == 14

???

Don’t be lazy - check it yourselves!
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What Else Can We Compare?

We can compare integers and floating point numbers.
What about comparing Booleans?

Well, instead of guessing, let us try.

>>> True > False

True

>>> True > True

False

>>> 1 > True

False

>>> False > 0

False

>>> False > -1

True

>>> False > 2.17

False

Given these examples, how do you think the interpreter “views” True
and False?
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More on True and False

So the Python interpreter “views” True as 1 and False as 0.

>>> 4+True

5

>>> True*2

2

>>> True+False

1

>>> True ==1

True

>>> True ==0

False

>>>

Yet, we strongly recommend you do not use True and False in
arithmetic contexts!
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What Else Can We Compare?
>>> "0" > 0

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "<pyshell#19>", line 1, in <module>

"0">0

TypeError: unorderable types: str() > int()

What about comparing strings?
>>> "Daniel" > "Amir"

True

>>> "Amir" > "Daniel"

False

>>> "Amir" > "amir"

False

>>> "0" > "1"

False

>>> "0" > "?"

False

>>> "0" > "" ”” is the empty string
True

>>> "" > " " ” ” is a string containing exactly one space
False

So how do you think the interpreter compares strings?
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Lexicogrphical (alphabetical) order

Assumption: the set of alphabet (characters allowed) is totally
ordered.
This means that any 2 single characters can be compared.
This is true in Python (more details in the future, but if you are
curious, look here)

Given 2 strings S = s0 · · · sn−1 and T = t0 · · · tm−1,

then S < T if and only if

there exists some i ≥ 0 such that:

(1) for every 0 ≤ j < i, sj = tj , and

(2) either si < ti or i = n < m.

Question: Given S = ”Amir”, T = ”Amiram”, find i for which both
(1), (2) hold
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2. Conditional statements
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Python Programming Basics: Conditional Statements

The flow of very simple programs is linear: We execute one statement
after the next, in the order they were typed. However, the flow of
most programs depends on values of variables and relations among
them. Conditional statements are used to direct this flow.

if 2001 % 71 == 0: 2001 % 71 is the remainder of 2001 divided by 71
print(”2001 is divisible by 71”)

else:
print(”2001 is not divisible by 71”)

2001 is not divisible by 71
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Syntax of Conditional Statements
if 2001 % 71 == 0: 2001 % 71 is the remainder of 2001 divided by 71

print(”2001 is divisible by 71”)
else:

print(”2001 is not divisible by 71”)

2001 is not divisible by 71

Important syntactic points: The colon following the if statement
acts as to open a new scope (opening a parenthesis, or begin, in
other programming languages).
The print statement in the line below it is indented one tab to the
right. This indicates it is within the scope of this if .
The first statement not indented this way (in our case, the else) is
outside that scope.

In IDLE, you can use tabs or spaces for indentation. The width of the
tab / number of spaces must be consistent whithin a single scope.
Consistency across the whole program is highly recommended as
well. However sometimes inconsistency is practically unavoidable (can
you think of such a scenario?).
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Nested Conditional Statements

Conditional statements can be nested. And the scope of a conditional
statement can have more than a single statement within it.

n = 2**97 + 100

if n % 4 != 0:

print("n =",n)

print("n is not divisible by 4")

else:

if n % 8 == 0: nested ”if”
print("n =",n)

print("n is divisible by 8")

else: nested ”else”
print("n =",n)

print("n is divisible by 4 but not by 8")

n = 158456325028528675187087900772

n is divisible by 4 but not by 8
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elif = else if

Conditional statements can include elif blocks. An elif expression will
be evaluated only if all of the boolean expressions above it are false

n = 2**97 + 100

if n % 4 != 0:

print("n =",n)

print("n is not divisible by 4")

elif n % 8 == 0: rather than using else and then if
print("n =",n)

print("n is divisible by 8")

else: if all other expressions are false
print("n =",n)

print("n is divisible by 4 but not by 8")

n = 158456325028528675187087900772

n is divisible by 4 but not by 8
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elif = else if

Conditional statements can include elif blocks. An elif expression will
be evaluated only if all of the boolean expressions above it are false

n = 2**97 + 100

if n % 4 != 0:

print("n =",n)

print("n is not divisible by 4")

elif n % 16 == 0:

print("n =",n)

print("n is divisible by 16")

elif n % 8 == 0:

print("n =",n)

print("n is divisible by 8")

else:

print("n =",n)

print("n is divisible by 4 but not by 8 (or 16)")

n = 158456325028528675187087900772

n is divisible by 4 but not by 8 (or 16)
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3. Documenting Your Programs

An essential part of writing computer code is documenting it.
For you to later understand what you had in mind when typing some
commands.
For your teammate at work to be able to coordinate her or his code
with yours.
For the grader or teaching assistant in your class to try and
understand your code, and grade it accordingly.
Etc. etc.
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Documenting Your Programs with Comments

To assist in documentation, all programming languages have
comments. Comments are pieces of text that are not interpreted or
executed by the computer. The simplest type of comments in Python
are one line comments. They start with the hash character, #, and
extend to the end of the physical line. Note that # within a string is
treated as a character and not as a beginning of a comment.

# comments can start at beginning of a line

a=1 # comments can also start after the beginning of a line

"# but this is a string, NOT a comment"

>>>"# but this is a string, NOT a comment"

’# but this is a string, NOT a comment’
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A documented example

n = 2**97 + 100

if n % 4 != 0: # if n is not divisible by 4

print("n =",n)

print("n is not divisible by 4")

elif n % 16 == 0: # if n is divisible by 4 , 16

print("n =",n)

print("n is divisible by 16")

elif n % 8 == 0: # if n is divisible by 4, 8 and not divisible by 16

print("n =",n)

print("n is divisible by 8")

else: # if n is divisible by 4 and not divisible by 8, 16

print("n =",n)

print("n is divisible by 4 but not by 8 (or 16)")

n = 158456325028528675187087900772

n is divisible by 4 but not by 8 (or 16)
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3. Collections and iteration
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Iteration: Definition

Iteration means the act of repeating a process usually with the aim of
approaching a desired goal or target or result. Each repetition of the
process is also called an ”iteration,” and the results of one iteration
are used as the starting point for the next iteration.

(taken from Wikipedia.)
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Iteration

It is very common to have a portion of a program where we wish to
iterate the same operation, possibly with different arguments. For
example,
>>> 1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10

55

If we just want to add the numbers from 1 to 10, the piece of code
above may be adequate. But suppose that instead, we wish to
increase the summation limit to 100, 1, 000, or even 1, 000, 000.

We obviously ought to have a more efficient method to express such
iterated addition. We want to iterate over the integers in the range
[1,100], [1,1000], or [1,1000000], repeatedly adding the next element
to the partially computed sum.
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Python’s Range

Python has a built in construct, range, which creates an ordered
collection of all integers in a given range. For two integers a, b,
range(a,b) contains all integers k satisfying a ≤ k<b. Note that if
a ≥ b, range(a,b) is empty (however, this is not an error).

Special case: range(b) is a shorthand for range(0,b).

>>> range(1,90)

range(1, 90)

>>> type(range(1,90))

<class ’range’>

range generates the numbers in the range on demand (this is called
an iterator).
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More Python’s Range

More generally, range can create arithmetic progressions.
For three integers a, b, d with d > 0 , range(a,b,d) contains all
integers of the form a+ id, i ≥ 0, satisfying a ≤ a+ id<b.
So we can see that range(a,b) is a shorthand for range(a,b,1).

For d < 0, range(a,b,d) contains all integers of the form
a+ id, i ≥ 0, satisfying b<a+ id ≤ a.

Note that for d = 0, range(a,b,d) results in an error.
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Range and Iteration: for

Suppose we wish to compute 1 + 2 + . . .+ 100. The appropriate
range containing these numbers is range(1,101).

>>> partial sum = 0

>>> for i in range(1,101):

partial sum = partial sum+i

>>> partial sum

5050
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More Range and Iteration: for

>>> partial sum = 0

>>> for i in range(1,101):

partial sum = partial sum+i

>>> partial sum

5050

In this statement, for and in are reserved words of Python,
causing iterated execution of the addition, where the variable i goes
over all elements in range(1,101).
Notice the colon and indentation, which determine the scope where
the iteration occurs.
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Range and Iteration: sum

Summation over a structure is so common that Python has a built-in
function for it, sum, enabling an even more concise code. For
example, the following code computes 1 + 2 + . . .+ 100:

>>> sum(range(1,101))

5050
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Historic, Non-Iterative Digression

Do you know young Carl Friedrich Gauss (April 1777 – February
1855)? At the age of six, he allegedly figured out how to efficiently
compute the sum 1 + 2 + . . .+ 100.

(painted by Christian Albrecht Jensen – taken from Wikipedia.)
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A Computational Digression

(painted by Christian Albrecht Jensen – taken from Wikipedia.)

Gauss’ observation was that 1 + 2 + . . .+ n = n(n+ 1)/2. We are
not going to use it, though, and simply let the computer chew its way
through the iteration.

Young Gauss’ observation enabled him to calculate the sum
1 + 2+ . . .+ 100 very fast. In modern terminology, we could say that
his method, requiring only one addition, one multiplication and one
division, is much more efficient computationally than our method,
requiring exactly n− 1 addition operations.

We will define these notions in a precise manner in one of the next
lectures.
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Remarks on Gauss vs. sum

>>> sum(range(100000000))

4999999950000000

Computing this sum takes 100000000 = 108 operations. Without
exactly measuring it, the time taken for the computation to complete
is noticeable.

>>> (100000000-1)*100000000//2

4999999950000000

Computing this sum “the Gauss way” requires 3 arithmetic
operations, much fewer than 108, and is noticeably faster.

Good algorithms often succeed to tackle problems in non-obvious
ways, and dramatically improve their efficiency.
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Back to Iteration: while

The following code finds and prints all divisors of n = 100.
>>> n = 100

>>> m = 100

>>> while m>0:

if n%m == 0:

print(m)

m = m-1

100

50

25

20

10

5

4

2

1

The loop is entered and executed as long as the condition, m>0, holds.

Note that if you fail to include the m=m-1 assignment, the execution
will enter an infinite loop.
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Aborting Iteration: break

>>> for i in range(1,10):

print(i)

if i % 7 == 0: i % 7 is remainder of i divided by 7

break

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

break terminates the nearest enclosing loop, skipping any other code
that follows the break inside the loop. It may only occur syntactically
nested in a for or a while loop. Useful for getting out of loops
when some predefined condition occurs.

And what about continue? Check it yourselves
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Iterating over Strings

Strings are ordered sequences of characters. As such, we can iterate
over their elements.
Note that ”” is the empty string.

>>> course = "Extended Intro to CS"

>>> result = ""

>>> for letter in course:

result = result + letter*2

>>> print(result)

’EExxtteennddeedd IInnttrroo ttoo CCSS’

We will see many other data structures in this course.
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One More Thing Before we move on...
The first few classes introduce Python. Some of you probably feel
like this:

Or, desirably, like this:
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Lecture 2: Highlights
I Boolean values are either True or False

>>> a = True

I Logical operators: and, or, not
>>> (a or True) and (not a or False)

I Comparison operators return Boolean values
>>> 19.0 > 7

I How are strings compared?
I Can we compare everything?

I Conditional statements enable writing programs that depend on
some conditions. Very useful!

I Loops
I while - repeating a set of operations as long as some condition

holds
I for - iterating over a collection of elements
I Each repetition is called an “iteration”

I Don’t forget to document your code
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